Abstract. A functor T: si -*■ B acts faithfully on the right of a class of objects si' of si if it distinguishes morphisms out of objects of si' (that is, A' s s/', X e si,
Introduction.
If sé and 38 are categories and T: sé ->-38 is a functor, either covariant or contravariant, we will say that T acts faithfully on the right of an object A e sé if for all Xesé and fige sé(A, X), f+g implies T(f)^T(g). Let 3i^(T) denote the full subcategory of sé determined by all objects A e sé on which T acts faithfully on the right, if such objects exist. (The full subcategory £?¿F(T) is defined dually.) If sé is sup-complete, then so is Siï^ÇT) for any T such that St^(T) is nonempty. Conversely, if sé' is a full sup-complete subcategory of a locally small abelian category, then se' = 3Î^(T) for an idempotent preradical T: sé -*■ sé.
If T: sé -*■ 38 is covariant and has a left adjoint S: 38 ->-sé, then in the standard way the adjoint situation defines for each A esé a morphism <JiA: ST(A) -*■ A. We show that A e 3t¡F{T) o \\>A is an epimorphism. Dual results are given for
&&(T).
In §3 we investigate 3^^(T) for functors of the form T=HU, for Uesé. A generating structure is a class of objects *€ and a class of objects 2 such that CeVo De 3t&(Hc), for all D e 2, and D e 9) o D e 3$&(HC) for all C e if. It is supported by U esé if the full subcategory determined by Q> is &^(HV). Cogenerating structures are defined dually.
In §4 we specialize to the category RM of unital left 7?-modules over an associative ring 7? with identity. We investigate the generating and cogenerating structures supported by RR, the injective envelope B7i(7?) of B7?, the direct sum RK of representatives of each isomorphism class of simple modules, and the injective envelope RE(K) of RK. These give rise to known classes of modules as well as to some new classes. Relations between these generating and cogenerating structures can be used to characterize self-injective rings, semisimple rings with minimum condition, semisimple rings, cogenerator rings, and several new classes of rings. These results follow from a single theorem (and its dual) describing relations between generating structures (cogenerating structures), so this theory allows a unified approach to a variety of questions. It is hoped that the notions of generating structure and cogenerating structure will prove to be useful in the homological classification of rings.
1. T-faithful subcategories. We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of category theory as developed in Mitchell [6] . For a category sé we will usually write Ae sé when in fact we mean that A is an object of sé, and when the morphisms are obvious a category may be specified by giving only the objects. We will let êmc and sé6 denote the categories of sets and abelian groups, respectively. The definitions and results involving functors will include both the covariant and contravariant cases unless specifically restricted to one or the other.
Recall that a functor T: sé -> 39 is called faithful if for any A, Ä e sé and any pair of morphisms / g esé(A, A'),fjtg implies T(f)^=T(g). To generalize this, we make the following definition.
1.1. Definition. For a functor T: sé'-*■ 30 and a class sé' of objects of sé, we say that T acts faithfully on the right of sé' if for each Ä e jé' and each X e sé, f,gesé (A',X) and f+g implies T(f)=£T(g). Equivalently, we say that sé' is right T-faithful.
Dually, sé' is left 7-faithful if for each A' e sé' and each Xesé,f g e sé(X, A') andfrg implies T(f)^T(g).
1.2. Definition. Let T:sé^-30 be a functor. Let 3?^(T) denote the full subcategory of sé determined by all objects of sé which are right T-faithful (if such objects exist). Let £C^(T) denote the full subcategory of sé determined by all objects of sé which are left T-faithful.
The functor T is faithful if and only if 3^^(T) = sé or <e&(J) = sé,in which case m&r(T) = 3'&r(T). In general, ^^(T) may be quite different from ^^(T), as the following example shows. Let T: séê -> séê be the functor T(A) = Homz (Z2, A). It can be seen that £Û^(T) includes only the trivial abelian group, and it follows from later results that A e 3#¿F(T) o each element of A has order two.
The following propositions investigate the properties of the subcategory 0HF(T). Unless the dual statements concerning ¿C^(T) are of particular interest later, they will be omitted. 1.3. Proposition. Let T: sé -^-30 be a covariant functor.
(i) 7//: A-+ A' in sé and A' e 3^F(T), then ifT(f) is an epimorphism, so is f.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof, (i) Let g,hesé(A', X). If gf=hf, then
is an epimorphism, T(g) = T(h). Thus if A' e 3i¿F(T), we must have g = h, and this shows that/is an epimorphism.
(ii) This follows immediately from the definition of 3í^(T). |
Recall that a covariant functor T: sé -> 38 is said to reflect a property of a diagram in sé if the condition that T(D) has the property implies that D has the property. Proposition 1.3 shows in particular that T reflects epimorphisms and commutative diagrams in 3%!F(T).
If A esé, a family {í/¡}¡6/ of objects in sé will be called a family of generators for A if for all Xesé and /, gesé(A, X),f^g implies there exists a morphism uesé(U¡, A) for some iel such that fu^gu.
The family {U¡\ieJ is a family of generators for sé if it is a family of generators for each Ae sé.
Following Lambek [4] , a diagram D in sé is a functor D: J -^ sé, where J' isa small category. An upper bound (A, u) of D consists of an object A e sé and a natural transformation u:D-^A¡, where A,:^->sé is the constant diagram which assigns A to each object of J and lA to each morphism. If (A, u) is an upper bound of D such that for every upper bound (A1, u') of D there exists a unique morphism a: A ->Ä for which au(i) = u'(i) for all objects ieJ, then L4, w) will be called a least upper bound or supremum of D, written (A, w) = sup (D), or simply .4 = sup (D). The greatest lower bound or infimum of D is defined dually.
1.4. Proposition. Let T: sé ->-38 be a functor, and Ae sé. If A has a family of generators in 3/t3^(T), then A e 3^^(T).
Proof. Assume that A has a family of generators {Ui}ie¡ with t/¡ e 3?^(T) for each index iel. If /, g e sé(A, X) and /#g, then for some iel there exists uese(Ut,A) with fujtgu. Since XJ^Si^iJ), T(fu)^T(gu) and consequently T(f) / r(g), showing that A e 3t^(T). | (7). Corollary 1.6 shows that in particular 3l^(T) is closed to the formation of direct sums (coproducts), cokernels, and pushouts, whenever they exist in sé.
If sé is a sup-complete category, that is, if every diagram in sé has a supremum, and sé' is a subcategory of sé, Corollary 1.6 makes it possible to define a supcompletion of sé' in sé with respect to any collection of functors. Let 3~ be a collection of functors, and let sé" be the full subcategory defined by all A e sé such that A e @3?(T) for all T e F which act faithfully on the right of sé'. It is clear that sé" is sup-complete and that it contains all objects of sé'.
The definition of 3/tiF(T) can be generalized in the following way. If sé' is a class of objects of sé, let 3i&(T, sé') be the full subcategory of sé defined by all objects A ese such that for all A' ese' and / gesé(A, A'),f+g implies T(f) T(g). Thus 3&íF(T,sé') measures how faithfully T acts on morphisms into objects of sé'. Proposition 1.3 can be generalized to this situation.
A where r¡(fifjA) = T(f)lT(A) = T(f). Then if >(iA is an epimorphism and / g: A -> X, with f^g, we must have fipA=/=gi/jA, -n(f^A)¥=r)(g4<A), and therefore T(f)=£T(g).
This shows that A e 3Í^(T), and the proof is complete. | This generalizes Proposition 1.2, p. 119, of [6] . Note that in particular for all
Be38, S(B)em^(T).
If T: sé ->► 38 and S: 38 ->-sé are contravariant functors, they are said to be adjoint on the right if there exists a natural equivalence of set-valued bifunctors with riA_B:sé(A, S(B))^38(B, T(A)), for all A ese and Be3S. If we let if>A = VÄ,t(A)(It(a)), we have i/iA: A ->-ST(A), as before. The proof of the following proposition is dual to that of Proposition 1.7.
Proposition.
Let T:sé^-38 and S:38-+sé be contravariant functors adjoint on the right. The following are equivalent:
(i) A e £e3F(T).
(ii) For any Ä e sé, iff: A~> A' and T(f) is an epimorphism, then f is a monomorphism.
(iii) For any Be 38, if f: B -> T(A) is an epimorphism, then 17 " 1(/) is a monomorphism.
(iv) >pA: A -> ST(A) is a monomorphism.
2. In abelian categories. From this point on we restrict the categories studied to abelian categories sé such that each A e sé has a representative class of subobjects which is a set, and a representative class of quotient objects which is a set. (That is, we assume that sé is locally and colocally small.)
Using the terminology of Maranda [5] , a subfunctor T: sé' -> sé of the identity is called a preradical. If T2 = T it is called an idempotent preradical. If for all A e sé we have r(7C) = 0, where K is the cokernel of the inclusion a: T(A) -> A, then T is called a radical. If T is a preradical, then for any morphism/: A -^ A', T(f) is the composition fa, where a: T(A) -> A is the inclusion, and it is immediate that A e 3%¿F(T) if and only if a: T(A) -> A is an isomorphism.
If sé is sup-complete, and sé' = 0tiF{T) for any functor T: sé -> 38, then sé' is also sup-complete. For each A e sé there is a representative set of subobjects of A which belong to sé'. Let T'(A) be the sum of these subobjects (the image of the obvious morphism from the direct sum of these objects into A). For /: A -> X,
let T'(f) be the restriction of/to T'(A). With this definition T' is an idempotent preradical and A e M3F(J) o T'(A) = A o Ae St&'J').
In fact, we have shown the following.
Proposition.
If sé is sup-complete and sé' is a full subcategory of A, then the following are equivalent:
(i) sé' = m&'T) for a functor T:sé->3 §.
(ii) sé' is sup-complete. (iii) sé' = 3i¿F(T) for an idempotent preradical T: sé -> sé. 
then ¡/^ is an epimorphism, which shows that the image of/is contained in the image of >pA, that is, the image of/is contained in T'(A). This implies that T'(A) is the largest subobject of A which belongs to 3i^(T), and T' in fact defines an idempotent preradical.
If ris a radical, we may define an associated functor l/T: sé -^ sé in the following way. For each A e sé let (l/T)(A) be the cokernel of the inclusion T(A) -> A. For f: A^Ä, since T is a preradical, f(T(A))^T(A'), so/induces a morphism
2.2. Proposition. 7/.s/ ¿s inf-complete and sé' is a full subcategory of sé, then the following are equivalent:
(i) sé' = Çe&(T)for a functor T:sé^30.
(iii) sé'= ^^(1 IT) for a radical T: sé -> sé, and A ese' o T(A) = 0.
Proof. We prove only that (ii) implies (iii) . If sé' is inf-complete, let T(A) be the intersection of the kernels of all homomorphisms from A into objects of sé'. With this definition, Tcan be seen to determine a radical. Furthermore, A e sé' o T(A) = 0, and it is immediate that A e £?&(l/T) o T(A) = 0. | We now assume that all functors are additive. For an additive functor T:sé ^30, 3i^(T) is the full subcategory of all A e sé such that 0#/: A ->-X implies 7/(/)#0. We next give some characterizations of 3t^(T) when T satisfies additional properties. We will call a functor a monofunctor if it is covariant and takes monomorphisms to monomorphisms or if it is contravariant and takes monomorphisms to epimorphisms. Epifunctors are defined dually. where /" is an epimorphism and/' is a monomorphism. If/#0, then/"#0, so we must have T(f")^0. Since/' is monic and ris a monofunctor, we must have T(ff")^0 and therefore T(/)#0.
(ii) If A e3$¿F(T), and A' is a nonzero quotient of A, then there is a nonzero epimorphism/: A -> A', and we must have T(f)^0, so we cannot have T(A') = 0. On the other hand, if T(A')^0 for all nonzero quotients A' of ^, then given 0=£f: A -> A' with / an epimorphism, we must have T(A')=¿0 by assumption. Since T is an epifunctor, this implies that T(f)=£0, and by (i) this shows that A e 0t&(T). ", say h = h'g, and «/0 implies «V0. Since A" e£e&(T), this implies that
7(rt')#0, and then T(h) = T(h'g)¿0 because T is an epifunctor. (If Tis covariant, T(h) = T(h')T(g) and by assumption T(g) is an epimorphism, so T(h')T(g)^0.
If 7T is contravariant, T(h) = T(g)T(h'), where by assumption T(g) is a monomorphism, and the desired conclusion again follows.) If A' is a subobject of A, then A is said to be an essential extension of A' if Ä C\ A" j= § for all nonzero subjects A" of ^4. The intersection of two subobjects is the pullback of the inclusion maps, so that Ä -> A is an essential monomorphism if and only if for all nonzero subobjects A" -> A wehaveP-^,4'#0in the pullback diagram P->A" I I If j/ is sup-complete, then T/17 has a left adjoint »S: Sno ->• ^, where £(7) = U' for any set 7 e <?*<>, and 51 acts in the obvious way on functions. (Here we use U' to denote the direct sum of 7 copies of U.) As before, for each A esé, the adjoint situation gives rise to <¡ja: U'-»■ A, where I=sé(U, A). We will let trA (£/) denote the image of <fiA. Proposition 1.7 can be used to show that the following are equivalent: (i) A e3$^(Hu), (ii) U>-A, (iii) Üa(U) = A, (iy) i/iA: U' -> A is an epimorphism, where I=sé(U, A). The equivalence of (ii), (iii) , and (iv) is well known.
If sé is sup-complete and sé' is a nonempty class of objects of sé, we can define a sup-completion of sé' with respect to all covariant Hom-functors, by letting sé" be the full subcategory defined by all objects A esé such that A e3?^(Hu) for all U e sé such that ^^(Hu)~3.sé'.
This gives rise to what we will call a generating structure.
3.2. Definition. For a nonempty class sé' of objects of sé, let <&(sé') denote the class of all A e sé such that A > A' for all A' e sé', and let W(sé') denote the class of all A esé such that A' > A for all A' e sé'. It is immediate from the definition that A is a support for the generating structure Ç£, 3>) if and only if A e <ß n 3. Since ¿^ is closed to the formation of quotient objects, A is a generator for the full subcategory determined by S¿¡ if and only if (f€, 3>) is supported by A.
If sé is sup-complete, then any generating structure (f£, 2) such that 3 is closed to formation of subobjects has a supporting object. To show this, let U be any object of fé" and let A be the direct sum of a representative set of quotients of U which belong to 2. Then Ae S¡ because 2 is sup-complete. If D e 3d and 0#/: D -* X, then since U e 'S there exists g: U -*■ 7? such that/g^O, and becausê is closed to formation of subobjects, Im (g) £ ^. From the definition of A there exists an epimorphism h: A -> Im (g), so if / is the inclusion i: Im (g) -> 7), then /zV?#0 and this shows that A> D. Therefore A et? and (#, ^) is supported by ,4.
The next proposition gives several methods of constructing generating structures.
3.4. Proposition. Let sé' be a class of sé, and let A e sé'. If<&(sé') is nonempty, then each of the following is a generating structure:
(i) (<S>(sé'), YOGjO), (ii) 
(<E>Y(jtf"), V(sé')), (iii) (<S>(A), Y(A)).
Proof, (i) and (ii) follow directly from the definitions and the fact that «DYO = 0 and xFOY=xF.
(iii) follows from the transitivity of > and the fact that A e <i>(A) and
A e W(A). |
We next give an elementary result which compares generating structures. It will be very useful in the next section.
Proposition. Let (&, 3) and &', 3'
) be generating structures supported by U and U' respectively. Then the following are equivalent:
Proof, (i) => (ii) . Since Ue<€ and #£«", we have UeW.
(ii) => (iii) . If U e <T, then V>D' for all D' s ^', and therefore @'çT((/) = A (iii) => (iv). Since U' e 3' and 3'^3, we have t/' £ 0. (iv)=>(i). If U'e3, then C> U' for all Ce «if, and therefore ifs«D({/') = «". I
We now give some dual definitions. Recall that £> e .V is called a cogenerator for sé if the contra variant functor 770: sé-*é*ó is faithful, where HQ(Á) -sé(A, Q) for all A ese. Equivalently, for each morphism 0#/: X-> A there existsg: A ^-Q with/g=¿0. This motivates the following definition. 
A> Q, (iii) ifiA: A-^~ Qa\ I=sé(A, Q), is a monomorphism.
3.7. Definition. Let sé' be a nonempty class of objects of sé. Let <b*(sé') denote the class of all A e sé such that Ä > A for all Ä e sé'. Let xY*(sé') denote the class of all A esé such that A > A' for all A' e sé'. 3 .8. Definition. If if and 9 are nonempty classes of objects of sé, then the pair (%,9) is called a cogenerating structure if <#=<i>*(9) and 9 = x¥*(<£). If <g=<S>*(A) and 9 = W*(A) for some A esé, we say that (#, 9) is supported by ^.
The proof of the following proposition is dual to that of Proposition 3.4.
3.9. Proposition. Let sé' be a class of objects of sé, and let A e sé'. If <b*(sé') is nonempty, then each of the following is a cogenerating structure:
(i) (<S>*(sé'), Y*®*(sé')), (ii) (^*W*(sé'), x¥*(sé')), (iii) 
(<D*(y4), Y*(A)).
If sé is inf-complete, then as before it is possible to show that any cogenerating structure (^, 2) such that 9 is closed to formation of quotients has a supporting object. If sé has a generator and each object of sé has an injective envelope, then any cogenerating structure (fé¡, 9) such that 9 is closed to essential extensions has a supporting object A. To show this, if U is a generator for sé, let A be the injective envelope of the product of a representative set of quotients of U which belong to 9.
If De 9 and 0^/: X-+D, then Im(/)->7)^0, so there exists g: U->\m(f)
such that Im (g)¥^0. Because 9 is closed to formation of subobjects, Im (g) e 9, and is isomorphic to a quotient of U. We therefore have a morphism h : Im (g) -> A which extends by the injectivity of A to h! : D ->• A, and we have h'f^O. This shows that D > A for all D e 9, so A e *€. Because 9 is inf-complete and closed to formation of essential extensions we also have Ae 9. Generating and cogenerating structures appear in the study of torsion theories. A radical T: sé -> sé is called a torsion radical if it is left exact. Let 9 = {A e sé : T(A) = A} and 9* = {Aesé : T(A) = 0}.
If T is a torsion radical, then 9 is closed to formation of subobjects and 9* is closed to essential extensions. (See [5, §6] and [4, §10] .) If sé is sup-complete and inf-complete, then we know that 9 is sup-complete and 9* is inf-complete. If in addition sé has a generator and injective envelopes for all objects, then there is an object U such that 9 = X¥(U) and an injective object Q such that 9* = y¥*(Q). Thus (<£([/), 9) is a generating structure associated with T and (<&*(Q), 9*) is a cogenerating structure associated with T.
For completeness we state the dual of Proposition 3.5. From the remarks above, it could be used together with Proposition 3.5 to compare the classes of objects determined by two torsion theories.
Proposition.
Let (f£, 9) and if€', 9') be cogenerating structures supported by Q and Q' respectively. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) ^^T, (ii) QeW, (iii) 9=>9', (iv) Q'e9. [July 3.11 . Proposition. Let sé be a sup-complete and inf-complete category, and let A, U, Q be objects of sé. Proof. We prove only (i), since the proof of (ii) is dual. If A > Q, let ß' = trQ (A).
Clearly A >-trQ (A), ana since Im (/)çtrQ (A) for all /: A -> Q, it follows from the definition of > that A> Q implies A>tr0 (A). Thus A> Q' and A >-Q'. | 4. Generating and cogenerating structures in categories of modules. In this section we specialize to categories of modules. We will assume that all rings are associative rings with identity and that all modules are unital. To fix some notation, we let R denote an associative ring with identity and RJt denote the category of unital left 7?-modules. We will investigate generating and cogenerating structures supported by certain canonical T?-modules, but before doing so we obtain some additional information about Hom-functors in this situation. If BUS is an R-Sbimodule, then HomB (U, M) is a left S-module, for any module RM. In this case sHomB({7, -): BJi'-> sJt has a left adjoint Bi/®s (-): sJt -> RJt. Forgetting the S-module structure gives HomB (U, -): RJ¿ ->en<¡, and it is clear that^( If A is a left ideal of R and ß is a module, we define t0(A) = {q e Q : Aq = 0}, and for any subset Q' of Q we define 4(ß') = {/ e 7Î : rq' = 0 for all q' e Q'}. In particular, we have ¿R(Q) = Ann (ß). Proof. (=>). Since ß > 7s(ß) and ß e <ë, we must have 7: (ß) e (€. By assumption an essential extension of any module in 9 is also in 9, so since Q e 9 and E(Q) is essential over Q, we must have E(Q) e 9. This shows that if€, 9) is supported by E(Q).
(<=). If (^,9) is supported by E(Q), then 9 = W*(E(Q)) = 3'3r(HEiQ)). The functor 77E(0): RJi -> S no is a monofunctor since 7i(ß) is injective. Proposition 2.5 then implies that 9 is closed to formation of essential extensions.
We will say that a class sé of modules is categorically defined (or simply that it is categorical) if for all equivalences T: RJ( -> sJt, RM e sé implies T(M) e sé. We remark that if sé is a categorical class in RM, then <$>(sé), W<í>(sé), <¡>*(sé), yF*(^*(sé) etc. are all categorical classes. This follows from the fact that for any A module BP is projective if P is a direct summand of a free module, so if P is projective, then BP>RR. This implies that every projective module is torsionless, and also that if & denotes the class of projective left 7?-modules, then 0*(^) = <D*(7?) and x¥*^*(0ä) = x¥*(R). The classes of torsionless modules and faithful modules are therefore categorical classes of modules. The full subcategory of torsionless left 7?-modules is the inf-completion of the full subcategory of projective left 7?-modules. 4 .5. The generating structure supported by RE(R). If RM is injective, then for each me M there exists/,: 7? -> M defined by fm(r) = rm, and since M is injective this can be extended to E(R). This shows that E(R) >-M, so if S denotes the class of injective left 7?-modules, then <D(£(7?)) = Oí/) and xV(E(R)) = yV<^(é'), and these classes of modules are categorically defined. The full subcategory determined bŷ (£(7?)) is the sup-completion of the full subcategory of injective left 7?-modules.
Definition. A module BA7 is called fully divisible if E(R) > M.
A module RM is called divisible if dM=M for every non-zero-divisor de R. Any direct sum of divisible modules is divisible, and a quotient of a divisible module is divisible. It can be shown that every injective module is divisible, so it follows that every module in XF(E(R)) is divisible. This motivates the above definition. 4.5.2. Proposition. Let RM e RJi. Then M is fully divisible o every diagram 0 -> P -> P' M with P finitely generated and projective can be completed to a commutative diagram Proof. (=>). Let i: BP-> RP' be an inclusion mapping with P finitely generated and projective. Suppose that f:P->M is an 7?-homomorphism and that p : E(R)' -> M is an epimorphism for some index set I. Because P is projective, / can be lifted to /' : P -> E(R)' with f=pf, and since P is finitely generated, the image of/' is contained in a finite number of components of E(R)', which is injective. Therefore /' can be extended to /": P' -+ E(R)' with /"/=/'.
Then pf'i =pf =/ and pf" is the required extension of/ (<=). By assumption every homomorphism /: 7? ->-M can be extended to /' : E(R) -> M, and this is sufficient to show that E(R) >M. | This proposition can be used to show that a product of modules is fully divisible if and only if each component is fully divisible. It is also clear from the proposition that a finitely generated, projective and fully divisible module is injective.
The class of modules <D(7Í(R)) = <D(/) is dual to the class of modules <D*(^) = $*(7?), so the following definition seems appropriate. (i) RM is cofaithful.
(ii) There exists a finite set {mu..., mn} of elements of M such that Ann ({mu ..., mn}) = 0.
(iii) There exists a positive integer n such that R can be embedded as an R-submodule ofMn.
Proof, (i) => (ii) . If M>E(R), then for 1 e 7i(7?) we must have 1 = 2?=i/i(Wi)
for/ e Horn« (M, E(R)) and m^eM for each i. Then if r e Ann ({mu ..., mn}) we must have r-1 =0 and r = 0.
(ii) => (iii) . If Ann ({mh ..., mn}) = 0, then the TMiomomorphism /: 7?->Mn defined hy f(r) = (rmu rm2,..., rmn) is one-to-one.
(iii) => (i). If /': 7? -* Mn is a monomorphism, then any homomorphism /: R-> E(R) can be extended to a homomorphism g: Mn -> E(R) with gi=f. Since R > E(R), we must have Mn > E(R) and therefore M > E(R). | 4.5.5. Corollary.
A cofaithful module contains a finitely generated faithful submodule. If R is commutative, then a module is cofaithful if and only if it contains a finitely generated faithful submodule.
For more detailed proofs we refer to the author's thesis [1] . We next apply Proposition 3.5 to the generating structures supported by £"(7?) and R to obtain the following result.
4.5.6. Proposition.
For any ring R the following are equivalent: (i) Every cofaithful left R-module is a generator.
(ii) B7i(7\) is a generator.
(iii) Every left R-module is fully divisible, (iv) RR is fully divisible (o R is left self-injective). [July 4.6 . The cogenerating structure supported by BE(R). For each RM e RJ( let T(M) be the intersection of the kernels of all 7?-homomorphisms from M into Tí(7?). This defines the torsion radical studied by Jans [2, §3] , and M e X¥*(E(R)) if and only if T(M) = 0. We fix this notation for the remainder of the paper.
By Proposition 3.11 we see that E (R) > M if and only if E(R) > trM (E(R)). We note that trM (E(R)) is fully divisible, and that if E(R) > trM (E(R)), then since R>E(R) we must have 7?>trM (E(R)), so trM (E(R)) is faithful.
On the other hand, if RR > RN and N is fully divisible, then R can be embedded in a product 7V(,) of copies of N, and since N is fully divisible, so is Na\ This implies that the embedding can be extended to E(R), and the extension is a monomorphism because E(R) is essential over R. Thus 7s(7?)>TV. We have proved the following proposition.
4.6.1. Proposition. Let BM e RJ(. The following are equivalent:
(i) E(R)>M.
(ii) trM (E(R)) is faithful. (iii) M contains a faithful, fully divisible submodule.
We may now apply Proposition 3.10 to give conditions under which the cogenerating structure supported by BE(R) coincides with that supported by BT?. Proposition 3.5 can be used to give results relating this generating structure to others already studied. In particular, applying it to the generating structure supported by RR shows that the following are equivalent: (i) every upperdistinguished left 7?-module is a generator, (ii) BR is completely reducible, (iii) every left T?-module is completely reducible, (iv) BK is a generator.
